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I don't have another idea. I hope to help
you, thank you. A: Try this, It was written
from my knowledge. Change the
extension from.zip to.csv and try to open
using Excel. This is a really cool new
plugin (V1.03) from xccdf-reg project that
allows me to use the xccdf specs to audit
machines without having to install any
extra software on the target.
(Unfortunately though, it requires you to
use a browser to verify the outcome of
your inspection.) So what I did was setup
a DNS Account in the ccmanager
interface to return the internal ip of the
virtual machine (instead of a public ip).
Then I configure the agent plugin with the
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Server URL configured to get an ip
through NS.NET (just a sec, let me get the
docs on that for you). Here's the
result:.e., if the filling factor in the outer
halo is very large and/or the ambient xray flux is very low, it is likely that the
trapped electrons are ejected from the
core and assume a relatively high density
in the outer halo, and tend to form a
current sheet at the outer edge of the
halo. If this is the case, we expect a small
reversed field which drives a return
current in the compressed outer halo. If
the halo is thinner than the current sheet
thickness, however, the current sheet is
thin, the halo is relatively well-collimated,
and the return current in the compressed
outer halo is relatively weak. The above
analysis is based on the assumption that
the plane of symmetry is parallel to the
thermal electron flux. If the emission
plane is in general not exactly
perpendicular to the thermal electron
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flux, the outermost layer
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